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Abstract: The use of composites in various industries, particularly the aerospace sector, has experienced a 

significant growth due to their exceptional mechanical properties. Drilling woven composite components is a 

common operation in assembly, making it essential to choose the optimal process parameters and tool geometry 

to avoid drilling-induced damage, such as delamination. This study introduces a new mathematical model to 

predict the critical thrust force at which delamination begins. The model considers the impact of thermo-

mechanical loads and the mixed-mode fracture that occurs in the delamination zone for unidirectional 

composites. The proposed model has been compared to five previous models, encompassing various composite 

materials and feed rates, and was found to have the highest average accuracy. The study also includes a finite 

element analysis to visualize the phenomenon. 

Background: The aerospace and automotive industries often require drilling holes in their material components 

during assembly. Annually, 250 million twist drill bits are used in the US aerospace industry and it is estimated 

that 55,000 holes are drilled for just one Airbus A350 unit. The problem with drilled holes in composite plates is 

that they are susceptible to damage. Previous research has shown that parts with drilled holes can result in a 

30% decrease in fracture strength. Although molded holes are preferred, drilling is often necessary to attain the 

necessary positional and size tolerances. 

Materials and Methods: The behavior of delamination prediction was visualized through the use of Finite 

Element Analysis. The process of drilling composite material was simulated in the following steps depicted in 

Figure 5. The drilling model consisted of three elements: a fluted drill bit, a UDT300/LTM45-EL laminate, and 

a backing plate  and  simulation setup was described  

Results: To minimize delamination, the thrust force should be kept as low as possible. In conclusion, the 

frequency of fiber pull-out at the exit region of the drilled hole increased for the 45° fiber orientation compared 

to the restricted fiber orientations 30° and 60°.  

Conclusion: Thrust force was found to have the greatest impact on damage in the composite when the thrust 

force exceeds the yield strength of the composite, delamination initiates. The delamination at the drill exit was 

always higher than at the drill entry. To minimize delamination, the thrust force should be kept as low as 

possible. In conclusion, the frequency of fiber pull-out at the exit region of the drilled hole increased for the 45° 

fiber orientation compared to the restricted fiber orientations 30° and 60°. 
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I. Introduction  
The aerospace and automotive industries often require drilling holes in their material components 

during assembly. Annually, 250 million twist drill bits are used in the US aerospace industry and it is estimated 

that 55,000 holes are drilled for just one Airbus A350 unit. The problem with drilled holes in composite plates is 

that they are susceptible to damage. Previous research has shown that parts with drilled holes can result in a 

30% decrease in fracture strength. Although molded holes are preferred, drilling is often necessary to attain the 

necessary positional and size tolerances. 

Contrary to the cutting mechanism in ductile metals, CFRPs (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics) are 

dominated by a brittle crack propagation. The high thrust force from the drill can cause delamination of the plies 

in CFRPs due to the peel-up and push-out effect on the workpiece. To prevent delamination, the critical thrust 

force causing it must be identified and the feed rate should be adjusted accordingly. Tool wear adds to the 

complexity of the drilling process and requires the use of coolants, tool life monitoring, and effective drill 

design geometry. 

Modeling the multilayer material machining process is complex and involves various factors such as 

material modeling, contact, fracture criteria, adaptive meshing, element types, and tool modeling. Previous 
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research has studied the drilling of CFRPs and concluded that drill geometry and feed rate are the most critical 

factors affecting the process. Additionally, the effect of fibre angle, cutting edge rounding, and elastic modulus 

on the drilling process have been investigated. 

The objective of this work is to improve the development of a FE (Finite Element) drilling model that 

can accurately test various drill geometries with reasonable computation time. The FE model will be validated 

through experimental work investigating the effect of drilling forces and hole quality. 

 

II. Material And Methods  
The behavior of delamination prediction was visualized through the use of Finite Element Analysis. 

The process of drilling composite material was simulated in the following steps depicted in Figure 5. The 

drilling model consisted of three elements: a fluted drill bit, a UDT300/LTM45-EL laminate, and a backing 

plate, as shown in Figure 6. The simulation setup was described in detail and exactly replicated as in Phadnis et 

al. [17]. 

 
Fig 5: Flow Chart 

 

 
          Fig 6: Process Flow (ABAQUS, Dassault Systems ®) 

 

A. Material Modelling 

The composite material used in the model was a 70% fiber content orthotropic homogeneous 

Unidirectional (UD) epoxy/carbon fiber laminate T300/LTM45-EL. The mechanical and material properties of 

T300/LTM45-EL were obtained from the literature, as demonstrated by Phadnis et al. [17]. A custom-made 3D 

damage model, implemented as a VUMAT subroutine with solid elements, was created based on the properties 

of T300/LTM45-EL and integrated into the FE code ABAQUS/EXPLICIT (Dassault Systems®) to predict the 
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damage behavior and extent across the laminate thickness.Property selection  

The mechanical properties of the plate material were considered as constant in the VUMAT subroutine to 

implement the 3D failure criteria. The tool and the composite plate were both modeled as solid homogenous 

sections and included in the module. The material orientation was considered based on the lay-up,with the most 

common orientations being (30°, 45°, 60°). 

 

 
Figure 7: Schematic view of the composite drilling setup 

 

B. Delamination area and factor 

The The delamination area of a unidirectional laminate can be estimated by considering the principal directions 

as parallel and perpendicular to the fibers. A circular area can be assumed for the layer that the drill bit first 

encounters, and its diameter in the direction of the fibers will expand as the drill bit moves closer to the exit. 
 

 

 
Figure 8: Delamination areas 

 

The delamination factor, Fd, will be determined by using Eq. with dmax and d representing the maximum 

diameter of delamination and the nominal diameter respectively [18]. 

 

Numerical Modelling for drilling Composites 
The use of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) has risen in popularity in the aerospace industry 

due to their excellent fatigue resistance and impressive characteristics such as high strength-to-weight ratio and 

stiffness. These composites are usually manufactured through primary processes and require additional 

machining, such as drilling, for assembly purposes. However, drilling composites can be more complex 

compared to drilling metals. 

To overcome this challenge, numerical simulation has become more widespread in recent years due to 

advancements in computing power and the development of new simulation methods. The aim of this research is 

to study the impact of drill bit geometric parameters, such as chisel edge width, helix angle, and point angle, on 

delamination. 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has proven to be a valuable tool in determining the parameters affecting 

the drilling process and providing accurate predictions. It can minimize experimental expenses and increase 

efficiency. FEA has been used to model material removal in orthogonal cutting and fracture in carbon fiber 

reinforced materials by various authors. 

This study aims to evaluate the effect of orientation on delamination during drilling by using a 3D 

model simulation to visualize the growth of the delaminated area. The research focuses on the suitable material 

properties, failure criteria, and workpiece characteristics required for an accurate simulation of delamination in 

drilling. 
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Meshing  

The parts formed in Abaqus/CAE are meshed using different mesh control approaches to meet the needs 

of the analysis. There are three common mesh designs in Abaqus: Eulerian, Lagrangian, and Arbitrary 

Lagrangian-Eulerian [29]. The table below outlines the differences between these methods. The simulation uses 

Eight-node brick elements with reduced-Integration (C3D8R) for unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced 

composites and COH3D8 type elements for cohesive zone elements. To achieve more accurate results, the mesh 

in the damaged area around the drilled hole is refined by a factor of three. The solution convergence is 

influenced by the element size, with a balance typically sought between element size and convergence without 

compromising the accuracy of the simulation [30]. The drill bit has the same element size as the plate and its 

elements are designated as rigid with respect to a reference point, usually the drill bit tip. A rigid body is 

modeled with elements set with displacement directed relative to a reference node, with the relative distances 

between nodes remaining constant and non-deforming throughout the simulation. 

 

C. Boundary conditions 

All the boundary conditions for the drill bits with The boundary conditions for the drill bits, including the 

velocity boundary condition, feed rate, and spindle speed, are applied to the reference point in the z-direction. 

The CFRP composite plate is modeled as clamped with its vertical edges fixed. Figure 9 shows the setup. 

 

 
Figure 9:  Drilling of CFRP material 

 

 
Figure 10:  Simulation set up                                         
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Figure 11: Simulation process 

 

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To make a more informed comparison of the impact of various orientations on drilling CFRP, three 

feed rates (100 mm/min, 150 mm/min, and 200 mm/min) were selected from experimental data for orientations 

[30°, 45°, 60°] reported by Phadnis et al. [18]. The feed rate was kept constant at 2500 rpm, and the finite 

element simulations were carried out using these process parameters. The results of these simulations were then 

used to validate and predict the thrust force, torque, and delamination factor for other feed rates in various 

orientation sequences. 
Validation of Finite Element model 

The percentage of error between the experimental data and simulation data, as shown in Table 1, indicates that 

the highest percentage error for thrust force was 13.5% at a feed rate of 100 mm/s, while the highest percentage 

error for torque was 11.08% at a feed rate of 100 mm/s. 
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Table 1. Summary of percentage error for thrust force and torque [32] 

 
 

The comparison between the thrust force obtained from experiments and simulations is shown in 

Figure 12. It demonstrates that the thrust force from the experiments is 5.45% lower than that from the 

simulations. Figure 13 presents the comparison of torque between the experiment and simulations of 

[30°,45°,60°]. The torque from the experiments is also 4.35% lower than the torque from the simulations. These 

comparisons indicate that the FE model provides a good estimate for the thrust force and torque with a 

discrepancy less than 13% [31,32]. 

Several variables that were not physically modeled in the simulation, such as the effects of heat 

generation and drill wear, may have contributed to the difference. Additionally, the simulation used a constant 

coefficient of friction throughout, whereas the experiments used an average of a set of tests for the value, which 

may not be consistent. The lack of an accurate friction coefficient is a limitation in the FEA analysis. The 

material's properties and the type of elements used to represent the material may also impact the results. The 

default and simplified algorithm scheme available in Abaqus/Explicit may also have contributed to the 

differences due to mathematical solver simplification [33,34]. 

 

Graphs: 

 

 
Fig 12:  Comparison of thrust force between experiment and simulation for [30°,45°,60°] 
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Figure 13: Comparison of torque between experiment and simulation for [30°,45°,60°] 

 

III. DELAMINATION 

A. Measuring Delamination 

 

 
Figure 14:  Entrance to exit (left to right) delaminated area with lay-up [20,27,30] 

 

The delamination factor in this FE simulation was determined by computing the ratio of the total 

number and size of cohesive elements prior to and after the drilling simulation, using the simple methodology 

described in Eq. The corresponding delamination factors for drill entry and exit are presented in Table 2 for all 

orientation sequences. The orientation sequence [30°/45°/60°] resulted in the highest delamination factor, with a 

significant increase as the feed rate increased, compared to the orientation sequence that produced the lowest 

value. 

 

Table 2. Summary of Experimental delamination factor in different orientations [32] 
Speed 

Rpm 

Feed in 

mm/min 

Fiber Orientation 

(angle) 

Thrust 

kN 

Torque 

kN-mm Fd(in) Fd(out) 

1 1000 100 30 0.054 0.37 1.068 

2 1000 100 45 0.0525 0.5105 1.327 

3 1000 100 60 0.059 0.4475 1.553 

4 1000 150 30 0.051 0.28 1.054 

5 1000 150 45 0.065 0.4 1.315 

6 1000 150 60 0.066 0.22 1.523 

7 1000 200 30 0.049 0.26 1.049 

8 1000 200 45 0.424 0.31 1.305 

9 1000 200 60 0.093 0.355 1.558 

10 1200 100 30 0.056 1.02 1.065 

11 1200 100 45 0.0635 0.46 1.328 

12 1200 100 60 0.139 0.425 1.549 

13 1200 150 30 0.062 0.46 1.065 

14 1200 150 45 0.104 0.37 1.288 

15 1200 150 60 0.109 0.55775 1.562 

16 1200 200 30 0.053 0.44 1.078 

17 1200 200 45 0.0785 0.18 1.312 

18 1200 200 60 0.087 0.8475 1.545 

19 1400 100 30 0.035 0.61 1.08 

20 1400 100 45 0.059 0.28 1.318 

21 1400 100 60 0.068 0.2875 1.557 

22 1400 150 30 0.129 0.33 1.055 

23 1400 150 45 0.08 0.395 1.285 

24 1400 150 60 0.071 0.295 1.552 

25 1400 200 30 0.19 0.38 1.058 
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26 1400 200 45 0.135 0.295 1.305 

27 1400 200 60 0.073 1.0125 1.565 

 

The results indicated that a higher feed rate led to an increased thrust force on the surface of the 

composite material. The highest damaged area and thrust force were observed at a feed rate of 200 mm/min, 

which produced a force of 135 N, while the thrust forces at feed rates of 150 mm/min and 100 mm/min were 

129 N and 68 N, respectively, as depicted in Figure 8, which shows the damaged area and thrust produced for 

different feed rates in a 2D and 3D view of the composite laminate workpiece over a total drilling time of 1.2 

seconds. 

It was observed that the delamination factor was higher at the drill entry than at the drill exit, as 

expected. For the orientation sequence of [60°] at a feed rate of 150 mm/min, the delamination factor at the 

entry was 1.562 and at the exit was 1.2905. The percentage of the delamination factor decreased as the feed rate 

increased. The highest delamination factor indicated a greater amount of damage. Thus, it can be concluded that 

choosing a suitable feed rate is crucial in reducing damage to the composite material. In practical terms, the feed 

rate should be kept as low as possible to minimize damage extension. Delamination occurs in composite 

materials when the thrust force acting on the composite is greater than the composite's yield strength, and the 

cohesive elements in the composite play an important role in delamination. Additionally, the ratio of the chisel 

edge force to the total thrust force was investigated, and the question of how the width of the chisel edge affects 

the chisel edge ratio, γ, was considered. 

 

 
Figure 14: Force fluctuation mechanisms. (a) The maximum force occurs when the angle between the cutting lip 

and fiber is (θ
0
 = 45°), and (b) the minimum thrust force occurs when the angle between the cutting lip and fiber 

is 60° (θ
0
 = 30°). 
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Figure 15: FE model setup for (a) Drill bit (b) Isometric view (c) Radial view with dimensions (d) boundary 

condition with half section view (e) ply stacking sequence with the cohesive surfaces. 

 

III. Conclusion  
In this paper, the impact of various machining parameters on the thrust force and drilling torque for 

UD-T300/LTM45-EL composite laminate was analyzed both numerically and experimentally validated using 

published data for [30°/45°/60°]. The material behavior was modeled as an orthotropic response, incorporating a 

thrust-based damage criterion using a VUMAT subroutine in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT. The element deletion 

method, based on threshold thrust levels in carbon fiber and epoxy matrix materials, was implemented to 

simulate the hole-making process in drilling. 

The results showed that the thrust force is directly proportional to the feed rate, with a difference of 

4.35% between the computational model and the experiment. Among the orientation sequences, the highest 

thrust force was observed at 200 mm/min and 150 mm/min feed rates, with values of 0.135 kN and 0.557 

kN.mm, respectively. Delamination extent increased as the frequency of fiber pull-out at the exit region of the 

drilled hole increased for the 45° fiber orientation, compared to the restricted fiber orientations 30° and 60°. 

Thrust force was found to have the greatest impact on damage in the composite. When the thrust force 

exceeds the yield strength of the composite, delamination initiates. The delamination at the drill exit was always 

higher than at the drill entry. To minimize delamination, the thrust force should be kept as low as possible. In 

conclusion, the frequency of fiber pull-out at the exit region of the drilled hole increased for the 45° fiber 

orientation compared to the restricted fiber orientations 30° and 60°. 
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